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With the changing times, the works and reach of social service have changed. The organizations
inspired from some great souls that blessed this world with their divine presence have dedicated
their goals towards the welfare of humanity. With the enhancement in human intelligence that gave
rise to development of technology and sophistication of social structure, the life has become busier
and faster and as a result humans don't get time to think about humanity.

Every human being has inherent tendencies of sympathy and compassion. Most people recognize
their inherent feelings and want to contribute towards betterment of society but due to their
limitations and inability to spare time, their feelings keep buried in the depth of their hearts. They
want to come forward but one question remains unanswered, "who is going to take initiative?".

Great souls come on earth to bestow society with the divine grace of god. The divine inspiration of
Jagatguru Kripalu Ji Maharaj encouraged his disciples to form JKP foundation. This foundation is
dedicated for the welfare of poor and needy class of society. The principle that supreme soul
bestows all living beings equally with His compassion and gives equal opportunity to all is the
guiding force and essential base behind the inspiration of this foundation.

JKP foundation initiates many social welfare programs to alleviate the pains of people. It organizes
cataract camps, free medication and treatment camps and free homeopathic remedy camps for
poor and ill people. Foundation's attempts to help the children in getting quality education are
praiseworthy. Many schools and colleges have been opened where children and today's youths are
developing moral values with true education. On social front this foundation has the credit of
establishment of charitable hospitals, medical camps, schools, colleges and other institutions
dedicated for the welfare of society and humanity.

JKP foundation concentrates on making the world a better place to live in. It aims to instill human
hearts with love and compassion for all living beings. It encourages everyone to fulfill his or her duty
towards family and society. It works or the principle of equal opportunity for all, Equal opportunity to
live a better life, equal opportunity to enjoy life and equal opportunity contribute towards a better
future. And therefore this foundations works towards filling the gaps between people and attempts to
create equality among all through various social initiatives.
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Joela Warner - About Author:
a JKP foundation is an international non profitable, spiritual, educational and charitable organization.
This found is for everyone especially the poor and needy class of society. a JKP foundation runs
asharam in different parts of world with main ashrams at India and U.S.
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